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Abstract- The practical implementation of maximum likelihood detection is limited by its high complexity as well as 
requiring perfect channel state information. Although conventional blind detection techniques reduce complexity, they 
degrade performance and require blind channel state information. In this paper (for the first time), a deep learning 
based blind detection and a joint blind detection-constellation shaping structure are presented (to solve this problem). 
This paper (deeply) goes through the problem and discusses several (practical) scenarios, including single user, 
multiuser with resource (channel) allocation, and multiuser without resource allocation (multiuser interference). In 
order to show the universality of the proposed systems, wide atmospheric turbulence regimes, from weak to strong 
are considered, and single input single output, as well as multi-input multi-output structures are considered. Results 
indicate that without channel estimation, a deep learning based (blind) detector (despite its very few complexity, and 
despite conventional systems require it), could have a very favorable performance at all around. So, it is expected that 
practical implementations of the proposed structures greatly reduce cost, and processing latency, while maintaining 
performance close enough to the outstanding conventional systems.  
Keywords- Blind detection, multiuser interference, resource allocation, constellation shaping, free space optical 
communication, multi-input multi-output, atmospheric turbulence; 
I. Introduction 
Free space optical (FSO) communication is one of the most promising approaches for addressing the emerging 
broadband access market, it has high bandwidth, data rate, and capacity. Its installation is easy and low cost; therefore, 
it is suitable for high speed applications, disaster recovery, backhaul/ bottleneck of cellular networks. Despite these 
advantages, FSO system has some barriers, e.g., even in clear weather, the variation of the refractive index of 
atmosphere turbulence affects its performance, and results in random fluctuation of both intensity and phase of the 
propagating FSO signal [1]. Usually, FSO setups are implemented in short-range low height links in clear weather, to 
combat the FSO barriers. Under these circumstances, the only remaining barrier is atmospheric turbulence.  
Atmospheric turbulence causes random fluctuations in the received signal intensity [2]. Various statistical 
distributions have been used to model the effects of atmospheric turbulence, e.g. Lognormal [3], Gamma-Gamma [4], 
and Negative Exponential [5]. Among these models Gamma-Gamma is highly accompanied by experimental results 
obtained for weak to strong atmospheric turbulence regimes. The effect of atmospheric turbulence gets worse while 
considering a multiuser communication link; because the effect of multiuser interference adds up with atmospheric 
turbulence and leads to higher link degradation. Considering the first problem, use of the multi-input multi-output 
(MIMO) transceiver structure combined with conventional outstanding detectors such as maximum likelihood with 
perfect channel estimation could be useful significantly. MIMO uses different received copies of the signal and 
recovers the original signal better. However, perfect channel estimation has very high computational complexity, and 
is not preferable for practical applications. Therefore, maximum likelihood with blind channel estimation is more 
preferable; however, it degrades performance and still requires (blind) channel estimation. Considering the second 
problem, even the mentioned outstanding solutions could not be appropriate, because the complexity of the problem 
model increases heuristically, and very large amount of computations are required to have the link remained under 
connection. Actually, the neighboring user interference is the reason of this problem. However, an available solution 
for this problem is the resource allocation, the required resource in this problem is the information channels between 
transmitters, and the receiver.      
What would happen if there would be no time/power/space for implementing a huge computational source or 
solving a heuristic resource allocation? Is there any way for having a favorable performance with low complexity? As 
a new efficient technique (especially for complex nonlinear models) deep learning has recently taken many 
considerations towards itself in communication (and especially in optical communications). The aim of deep learning 
is to enable a system to learn how to do a very complex task from a set of experienced data. Deep learning (in special 
deep neural network (DNN)) is proven to be very useful, especially as a detector in nonlinear channel models [6]. In 
addition, the strength of deep learning would be more visual while end to end deploying it in a communication system, 
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because this way it jointly adjust the parameters at the transceiver sides, and uses the potentialities of both sides for 
improving the performance.  
Recently, many investigations considered DNN for fiber OC applications such combating the Fiber effects [7], 
Modulation Format Identification [8], Optical Performance Monitoring [9], Optical Amplifier Control [10], as well as 
some Optical Network applications [11]. However, there is no investigation over DNN for wireless optical 
communication. The reason is that the DNN is better to be implemented anywhere that has a nonlinear model, that the 
traditional techniques should use more complexity to deal with. Considering machine learning applications in FSO, 
few basic investigations are developed in applications such as detection [12], distortion correction for sensor-less 
adaptive optics [13], and demodulator for a turbo-coded orbital angular momentum [14]. All of these works considered 
machine at the receiver side of a simple FSO-SISO system for a limited (specific) scenario; there is lack of 
comprehensive investigation in machine (deep) learning for FSO communication.  
This paper investigates the effects of multiuser interference and atmospheric turbulence, and presents a DNN based 
blind detection and a DNN based joint blind detection-constellation shaping structure (as the low complexity efficient 
solutions for these problems). This paper goes (deeply) through the problem and considers several practical scenarios 
including single user, multiuser with resource allocation, and multiuser without resource allocation (multiuser 
interference). In order to have a comprehensive investigation wide atmospheric turbulence regimes, from weak to 
strong, as well as SISO and MIMO structures are considered. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, novelties and 
contributions of this paper (which are done for the first time in ML for FSO investigations) include:  
1) Deploying DNN based blind detection, as well as DNN based joint blind detection-constellation shaping. 
2) Considering SISO and MIMO (accordingly equal gain combining (EGC), and selection combining (SC)). 
3) Considering single user, multiuser with resource allocation, and multiuser without resource allocation 
(multiuser interference). 
4) This is the most comprehensive work among ML for OC investigations, because it considers wide range of 
atmospheric turbulence, SISO/ MIMO (SC/ EEG) structures, single user/ multiuser (resource allocation/ 
multiuser interference) schemes, blind/perfect channel estimation detection, DNN based transmitter/ 
receiver/ transceiver systems. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows; sections II describes system model. Section III describes the proposed 
DNN based structures. Section IV is the results and discussions. Sections V is the conclusion of this paper.   
II. Conventional system model 
The considered conventional multiuser FSO-MIMO system is depicted in Fig.1.a. This system is composed of 𝑁𝑢 
users, each with 𝑁𝑡  transmitter apertures, which want to connect to a base station with 𝑁𝑟  receiver apertures. 
Considering 𝑥𝑙 , as the generated MQAM symbol at the 𝑙 − 𝑡ℎ; 𝑙 = 1, … , 𝑁𝑢  user, it is passed by the FSO-MIMO 
channel, and received by an FSO receiver, with 𝑁𝑟  receive apertures, in the following form: 
𝑦𝑖 = R ∑ 𝐼𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑙 + 𝑛𝑖
𝑁𝑡
𝑗=1 ,          (1) 
where 𝑅 is the photodetector responsivity [15],  𝑛𝑖 is the photo-current noise at the 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ receive aperture input noise, 
including thermal noise, dark current, as well as the shot noise arising from the received signal and the background 
radiations. While dark current noise can practically be neglected, an additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean 
and 𝜎2 variance can accurately model the sum of these noise sources. 𝐼𝑖,𝑗 is the atmospheric turbulence intensity of 
the link between the 𝑗 − 𝑡ℎ FSO transmitter of 𝑙 − 𝑡ℎ user and 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ receive aperture, which is modeled by Gamma-
Gamma distribution by the following probability density function: 
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where 𝐺
𝑚, 𝑛
𝑝, 𝑞 (. |
. , .
. , .) is the Meijer-G function [16, Eq. 07.34.02.0001.01], 𝛤(. ) is the Gamma function, 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the 
effective number of large-scale and small-scale eddies of scattering environment, respectively, and they are related 
according to Rytov variance [17]. 
The conventional structure is not the aim of this paper, and is just used as an outstanding structure to compare the 
proposed DNN based structures with. The proposed DNN based structures are completely blind, in the sense that they 
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even do not estimate the channel blindly. However, both perfect channel estimation and low complexity blind channel 
estimation [18] are considered in the conventional system (because, despite DNN based detector, maximum likelihood 
detector requires either perfect or blind channel estimation). Accordingly, at the receiver (of both conventional and 
DNN based structures), EGC, and SC combiners are implemented, because the FSO channel is a real valued random 
variable, and EGC and SC do not require channel information in this situation. After the combiner, at each time slot, 
there are 𝑁𝑢 symbols available at the receiver, but only one of them could be processed by base station. 
There are two assumptions for this situation in this paper including with resource allocation, and without resource 
allocation (multiuser interference). Considering resource allocation, one of the simplest and best channel allocations 
is allocating to the user with best channel condition; therefore the receiver selects the signal with the maximum SNR. 
Considering multiuser interference case, one of the received 𝑁𝑟  signals is the target signal and the others are 
interference signals. Assume 𝑢 is the index of the target signal. In SC only one of the received apertures is selected 
(selects the received signal with maximum SNR); assume 𝑝 is the index of the selected receive aperture by SC, the 
ML receiver for the SC becomes as follows: 
?̂?𝑢 =
𝑚𝑖𝑛 
?̃?𝑢
|𝑦 − 𝜂 ∑ 𝐼𝑝,𝑗
𝑁𝑡
𝑗=1 ?̃?𝑢|
2
,         (3) 
where ?̃?𝑢 is a symbol of the transmitted constellation map. In EGC the received signals are multiplied by the phase 
conjugate of the channel intensity (to remove channel phase), and then summed. However, FSO channel only takes 
real values; therefore, in FSO, EGC is only the summation of the received signals, and can be written as follows [19]: 
𝑦 = ∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑀
𝑖=1 =
𝜂
𝑁𝑡
∑ ∑ 𝐼𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑢
𝑁𝑡
𝑗=1 +
𝑀
𝑖=1 ∑ 𝑛𝑖
𝑀
𝑖=1 .        (4) 
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Fig.1. a. Conventional Multi-user FSO-MIMO communication system, b, and c. Proposed DNN based Multi-user FSO-MIMO structures. 
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ML Receiver for the EGC will be as follows [19]: 
?̂?𝑢 =
𝑚𝑖𝑛 
?̃?𝑢
|𝑦 −
𝜂
𝑁𝑡
∑ ∑ 𝐼𝑖,𝑗
𝑁𝑡
𝑗=1
𝑁𝑟
𝑖=1 ?̃?𝑢|
2
.         (5) 
III. Proposed DNN based structures 
 
A. Classical transmission/ DNN based blind detection 
The proposed Classical transmission/ DNN based blind detection is presented in Fig.1.b. This structure is the 
same as the conventional structure in section II, except that it has no channel estimation, and uses a DNN for detection. 
Consider 𝑥𝑙  as the generated 𝑀-ary symbol at the 𝑙 − 𝑡ℎ user, this symbol is first converted to a one-hot vector, then 
mapped on an MQAM constellation (this is because the one-hot vector is required at the output of the DNN, actually 
it is the label vector required for training the DNN). Then, 𝑁𝑡  copies of the mapped symbol are transmitted 
simultaneously from 𝑁𝑡 transmit apertures. The transmitted signal is encountered by Gamma-Gamma atmospheric 
turbulence, and added by the receiver AWGN with zero mean and 𝜎2  variance. Different received copies of the 
transmitted signals are then combined by either EGC or SC. So at this point, there are 𝑁𝑢 complex signals, each related 
to one of the users, the same as conventional structure, the resource allocation as well as multiuser interference 
schemes are considered here. The selected signal (or interfered signal in multiuser interference) is then entered a DNN 
with 2 input neurons (because the input is complex but the DNN accepts real, so real component enters one neuron 
and imaginary component enters another one), 𝑀 output neurons, 𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑑 hidden layers, 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑢 per hidden layer neurons, 
activation function 𝜶(. ), weight 𝑊 and bias 𝑏. The purpose is to adjust DNN parameters (weight and bias) such that 
the receiver could better recover original M-ary symbol.  
In order to solve this problem efficiently, the DNN should be trained. The first step in training a DNN is selecting 
and tuning its hyperparameters. In this step the structure of the DNN as well as the specific parameter values should 
be defined. The structural hyperparameters of DNN include the number of layers, number of neurons, layer type, 
activation function, loss function, optimizer, learning rate, number of epochs, and batch size. After tuning the inputs 
of each layer are multiplied by corresponding weights, added by biases, summed, and then passed the activation 
function. Outputs of each layer are the inputs of the next layer, and the procedure continues until reaching the last 
layer. Considering the original one-hot vector at the transmitter as 𝒔 and the output of the one-hot vector as ?̂?, the aim 
is to reduce the difference between them. Therefore, a loss function should be defined and calculated for each 
individual transmitted symbol and expected over the whole batch size. The proposed loss function could be defined 
as follows [20]: 
𝐿(𝜽) =
1
𝐾
∑ [𝑙(𝑘)(𝒔, ?̂?)]𝐾𝑘=1           (6) 
where 𝜽 is the DNN parameter vector (include weight and bias), 𝐾 is the batch size, 𝑙(. , . ) is loss function (in this 
paper, it is cross entropy function). Then it's turn to minimize the loss function iteratively by the following formulation: 
𝜽(𝑚+1) = 𝜽(𝑚) − 𝜂∇𝛉?̃?(𝜽
(𝑚))         (7) 
where 𝜂 is learning rate, 𝑚 is the training step iteration, and ∇θ?̃?(. ) is the estimate of the gradient. Actually, the error 
derivation (∇𝛉?̃?(𝜽
(𝑗))) is fed back to the DNN as an updating guide; the positive step size is known as the learning 
rate (𝜂) [21]. Optimization is a tricky subject, which depends on the input data quality and quantity, model size, and 
the contents of the weight matrices. Stochastic Gradient Descent methods could be used for determining update 
direction and solving the above problem. Among them, Adam is the most widely used algorithm for this task [22]. 
B. DNN based blind transmission/ DNN based blind detection 
The proposed DNN based transmission/ DNN based blind detection is presented in Fig.1.c. This structure is the 
same as the proposed conventional transmission/ DNN based blind detection, except that it has a DNN at the 
transmitter; the aim is to jointly (and blindly) shape the constellation and detect the symbol. Consider 𝑥𝑙  as the 
generated M-ary symbol by 𝑙 − 𝑡ℎ user; it is first converted to a one-hot vector. Then entered a DNN with 𝑀 input 
and 2 output neurons; for simplicity, and without loss of generality, other DNN hyperparameters are exactly the same 
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as descriptions of in section III.B. Complex summation of the output of this DNN results in a complex number, which 
stands for the location of the transmitted symbol in the signal constellation. Actually, this DNN has the role of a 
constellation shaping, such that the effect of atmospheric turbulence on the propagating signal be minimized. Then 𝑁𝑡 
copies of the mapped signal are transmitted simultaneously trough 𝑁𝑡 transmit apertures, encountered by Gamma-
Gamma atmospheric turbulence, added by AWGN with zero mean and 𝜎2 variance, and finally combined by the EGC 
or SC at the receiver. Again, the selected signal with best channel conditions (or the interfered signal) enters a DNN 
(with exactly the same structure as the DNN described in section III.A.). The aim is to adjust the parameters of the 
proposed structure simultaneously. The training procedure is exactly the same as descriptions of section III.A. 
 
IV. Simulation results 
In this section, performances of the proposed DNN based structures are compared with the outstanding 
conventional structures. In the conventional structures, MQAM modulation is used at the transmitter, and maximum 
likelihood with perfect channel estimation is used at the receiver. In order to have a deeper view, each plot is composed 
of three images, which consider single user, multiuser with resource allocation, as well as multiuser without resource 
allocation (multiuser interference). Each of the images considers SISO and MIMO structures. In summary, wide range 
of atmospheric turbulence regimes (from weak to strong), different number of transceiver apertures, different 
combining schemes, different modulation orders, as well as different transceiver structures are considered, compared, 
and discussed in this section. 
Simulations for conventional structures are done in MATLAB, and simulations for DNN based structures are 
done in Python, Tensorflow environment, which is super-helpful for DNN. Gamma-Gamma and Gaussian random 
variables are available in MATLAB and Tensorflow. Table. 1. shows values of the used parameters and 
hyperparameters in simulations, after manually tuning based on previous knowledge from literature and trial and test. 
Considering sample size to batch size ratio equal to 4 has better performance in tuning. The layer types are deep 
artificial neural networks, which are selected due to the application type, this type can approximate any arbitrary, 
nonlinear, continuous, multidimensional function. There are many activation functions available in Tensorflow, in 
hyperparameter tuning, Relu shows better performance with lower complexity [22]. The number of hidden neurons 
depends highly on the degree of nonlinearity and model dimensionality of the model. Highly nonlinear systems require 
more neurons, while smoother systems require fewer neurons. After designing the DNN, it is the turn of selecting a 
loss function, cross entropy is mostly used in DNN for OC applications, and therefore is used in this paper. The last 
step it choosing the optimizer; among the optimizers available in Tensorflow, Adam is the mostly used one and shows 
better results in the tuning procedure. Tuning indicates that the iteration number of 1000 could bring the required 
accuracy.  
 
Table.1. Tuned hyperparameters in this paper. 
Hyperparameter Value  
Modulation order 16/4 
Number of layers 4 
Number of hidden neurons 40 
Batch size 264 
Sample size/batch size 4 
Number of Iterations 1000 
Activation function Relu 
Loss Softmax cross entropy  
Optimizer Adam 
Learning rate 0.005 
Gamma-Gamma Atmospheric 
turbulence Intensity 
 
Strong (𝛼 = 4.2, 𝛽 = 1.4)/ Moderate 
(𝛼 = 4, 𝛽 = 1.9)/ Weak (𝛼 =
11.6, 𝛽 = 10.1) 
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(a) (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig.2. SER of the proposed structure as a function of Es/N0, for different atmospheric turbulence regimes for SISO and MIMO (EGC 2 × 2) 
structures, for a. single user, b. multiuser with resource allocation, and c. multiuser without resource allocation, when modulation order is 𝑀 =
16. 
Fig.2. plots SER of the proposed structure as a function of Es/N0, for different atmospheric turbulence regimes for 
SISO and MIMO (EGC 2 × 2) structures, for a. single user, b. multiuser with resource allocation, and c. multiuser 
without resource allocation, when modulation order is 𝑀 = 16. As can be seen the blind detection performs better, 
and closer to the state of the art QAM-ML. Accordingly, and considering the fact that the proposed structure performs 
joint detection and constellation shaping blindly, clarifies the importance of the proposed structure. Because it has 
reduced complexity, timing and cost greatly (by removing the equalizer part) while almost maintaining the 
performance. Actually, this is the power of DL that could derive so complicated relationships, and perform a task in 
the best manner. However, in MIMO scenario this is not such significant, because as mentioned earlier, the most 
important part in training a DNN is tuning its hyperparameters; in this paper, tuning is done roughly, and once, for the 
SU-SISO scheme, and all of the other scenarios are developed based on that tuning. However, it could be seen that 
multiuser scheme performs better than single-user scenario, because in multiuser scheme, the best channel allocation 
scenario is implemented. In this scenario, the probability that multiple user encounter with bad channel conditions is 
the multiplication of the same probability for each of them, which decreases significantly while increasing number of 
users. As can be seen, the difference between blind and perfect CSI cases increase while increasing the Es/N0, because 
at low Es/N0, noise effect is dominant, and at high Es/N0, channel effects are dominant. In addition this difference is 
lower for SISO and multiuser cases, because increasing number of transceiver apertures as well as number of users 
increases number of channels, and in blind situation, increases error probability. Another point that can be seen in the 
pictures is the difference between blind and perfect CSI in weak, moderate, and strong atmospheric turbulence regime. 
The reason is that the difference between blind detection and perfect CSI relies on the availability of the channel 
information itself, not the channel intensity, in other words, the distribution of the channel is the unknown thing in 
blind detection not the regime.   
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(a) (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig.3. SER of the proposed structures as a function of Es/N0, for SISO and MIMO (EGC 2 × 2), for strong atmospheric turbulence, for a. single 
user, b. multiuser with resource allocation, and c. multiuser without resource allocation, when modulation order is 𝑀 = 16. 
In Fig.3, SERs of the proposed structures are plotted as functions of Es/N0, for SISO and MIMO (EGC 2 × 2), for 
strong atmospheric turbulence, for a. single user, b. multiuser with resource allocation, and c. multiuser without 
resource allocation, when modulation order is 𝑀 = 16. Again, it can be seen that the proposed structures are closer to 
the state of the art QAM-ML in SU-SISO structure. The effect of constellation shaping clear here; QAM-DNN is the 
blind detector only, when applying DNN-based constellation shaping (End to End), the performance increases greatly. 
However, this point should be considered that the proposed ML-based detectors, have somehow more power 
consumption, because of pilot transmission for channel estimation, and if want to have a fair comparison, the 
transmission power of DNN-based detectors should be assigned more, because they do not use pilot symbols. As could 
be seen end to end DNN performs better than end DNN, because it uses the optimum constellation; in other words, in 
the end to end structure, half of the performance improvement is due to the DNN based detector, and the other half is 
related to the constellation. The end DNN only has the improvement of implementing the DNN based detector. 
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(a) (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig.4. SER of the proposed structure as a function of Es/N0, for different modulation formats, for SISO and MIMO (EGC 2 × 2), for strong 
atmospheric turbulence, for a. single user, b. multiuser with resource allocation, and c. multiuser without resource allocation. 
In Fig.4, SER of the proposed structure is plotted as a function of Es/N0, for different modulation formats, for 
SISO and MIMO (EGC 2 × 2), for strong atmospheric turbulence, for a. single user, b. multiuser with resource 
allocation, and c. multiuser without resource allocation. It can be seen that when modulation order is 𝑀 = 4, the 
proposed End to End structure achieves the state of the art QAM-ML structure for both SISO and MIMO structures. 
This is the significant improvement of the proposed structure; it says that either without channel information, end to 
End DNN could achieve performance of state of the art MQAM-based ML detector. It means that one could reduce 
power, processing, cost, and latency, while maintaining the performance, in both single/ multiuser and SISO/MIMO 
structure.  
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(a) (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig.5. SER of the proposed structure as a function of number of transmitter or receiver antennas, for different Es/N0, for a. single user, b. 
multiuser with resource allocation, and c. multiuser without resource allocation, when modulation order is 𝑀 = 16. 
In Fig.5, SER of the proposed structure is plotted as a function of number of transmitter or receiver antennas, for 
different Es/N0, for a. single user, b. multiuser with resource allocation, and c. multiuser without resource allocation, 
when modulation order is 𝑀 = 16.it can be seen that difference between the proposed structure and the state of the 
art QAM-ML structure increases while increasing the number of transmitters and receivers. The main reason for this 
maladjustment is that tuning DNN hyperparameters is done based on SISO structure, and the tuned hyperparameters 
are used for all scenarios. As can be seen, the difference between blind detection and perfect CSI increases while 
increasing the number of transceiver apertures, because when increasing number of transceiver apertures, number of 
channel that the blind detector should deal with increases and it is logic to reduce performance in this situation.  
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(a) (b) 
 
(c) 
Fig.6. SER of the proposed structure as a function of Es/N0, for different combining schemes, for a. single user, b. multiuser with resource 
allocation, and c. multiuser without resource allocation, when modulation order is 𝑀 = 16. 
In Fig.6, SER of the proposed structure is plotted as a function of Es/N0, for different combining schemes, for a. 
single user, b. multiuser with resource allocation, and c. multiuser without resource allocation, when modulation order 
is 𝑀 = 16. Despite the difference mentioned previously, it should be considered that this difference is not so much, 
and alongside the difference should consider that the proposed structure significantly reduces the processing, 
complexity, and cost. Another important thing to be considered is the considered scenario, the proposed blind detection 
scheme got close to the state of the art MQAM-ML in a 16-ary constellation under strong atmospheric turbulence 
regime. As could be seen, the difference between blind and perfect CSI schemes in both cases of SC, and EGC is the 
same, the reason is that SC and EGC does not require channel information at all, so existing or non-existing of channel 
information does not affect them. However, the difference increases in multi-user, because in this scheme increasing 
number of users, increases number of channels, and because detection is blind, this increases the error probability.  
As a pre-final conclusion, in this paper two novel Deep Learning based structures are presented for FSO 
communication systems. It should be considered that there is lack of investigations in this subject, this work considered 
simultaneously a wide range of investigations; this is the significance of this work. Considering SISO, MIMO (SC 
and EGC), single-user, multi-user, weak to strong atmospheric turbulence regimes, all and all in this work show that 
it is comprehensive. The proposed structure showed that it could be more useful in multiuser scheme, or a few 
deferring number of apertures would greatly change the performance.     
V. Conclusion 
Maximum likelihood detection has some barriers due to the high complexity as well as requiring perfect channel 
state information. Considering this problem, this paper (for the first time) presented a deep learning based blind 
detection and a joint blind detection-constellation shaping structure. This paper (deeply) went through the problem 
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and under wide atmospheric turbulence regime, as well as different single input single output and multi-input multi-
output structures, discussed several (practical) scenarios, including single user, multiuser with channel allocation, and 
multiuser without channel allocation (multiuser interference). The results indicated that despite the fact that the 
proposed structure has greatly reduced complexity, cost, and latency, it could get enough close to the state of the art 
ML detection technique. 
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